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the aegis ˈ iː dʒ ɪ s ee jis ancient greek αἰγίς aigís as stated in the iliad is a device carried by athena and

zeus variously interpreted as an animal skin or a shield and sometimes featuring the head of a gorgon 1 a shield or

breastplate emblematic of majesty that was associated with zeus and athena 2 a protection under the aegis of the

constitution b controlling or conditioning see condition entry 2 sense 5a influence passed new laws under the aegis

of national security noun formal uk ˈiː dʒɪs us ˈiː dʒɪs under the aegis of someone something add to word list

add to word list with the protection or support of someone or something especially an organization the project was

set up under the aegis of the university smart vocabulary related words and phrases aegis noun formal us ˈiː

dʒɪs uk ˈiː dʒɪs under the aegis of someone something add to word list add to word list with the protection or

support of someone or something especially an organization the project was set up under the aegis of the university

smart vocabulary related words and phrases aegis in ancient greece leather cloak or breastplate generally

associated with zeus the king of the gods and thus thought to possess supernatural power zeus s daughter athena

adopted the aegis for ordinary dress athena placed on her aegis a symbolic representation of the severed head of

the gorgon medusa the aegis is a shield carried primarily by zeus in greek mythology which he sometimes lent to

athena according to other sources it was not a shield but rather an animal skin worn over the garments of the gods

as extra protection noun classical mythology the shield or breastplate of zeus or athena bearing at its center the

head of the gorgon protection support under the imperial aegis sponsorship auspices a debate under the aegis of

the league of women voters synonyms patronage aegis ˈiːdʒɪs noun singular formal the power to protect control

or support something or someone used in the phrase under the aegis of their rights are protected under the aegis

authority of the law the issue will be decided under the aegis of an international organization in greek mythology did

you know the aegis is the shield of zeus often worn by athena and has an amulet of the gorgon medusa s head in

greek mythology the aegis was an item of protection used mainly by zeus the god of gods it was either the hide or

skin of an animal or a shield made from the skin of a goat and it sometimes had the head of a gorgon a monster

along the lines of medusa the aegis is the number one source for harford county maryland local news with coverage

of local government high school sports community news and events the aegis ancient greek αἰγίς aigís is one of

the main elements of the prodigious armor of zeus and athena although different traditions conceived it in different

ways generally the aegis of zeus was a shield and that of athena a goatskin breastplate by extension it also means

shield protection defense the aegis combat system is an american integrated naval weapons system which uses

computers and radars to track and guide weapons to destroy enemy targets it was developed by the missile and

surface radar division of rca and it is now produced by lockheed martin aegis plural aegises or aegides greek

mythology roman mythology a mythological shield associated with the greek deities zeus and athena and their
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roman counterparts jupiter and minerva shown as a short cloak made of goatskin worn on the shoulders more as an

emblem of power and protection than a military shield the aegis wed 05 01 24 by logging in i certify that 1 i am the

individual authorized to use these log in credentials 2 the log in credentials are not being shared and 3 i am properly

licensed to engage in insurance transactions view e statements aegis virtual safe login visa credit card login mobile

banking app available on google play and itunes visit our website today to learn about our various internet banking

solutions at aegis credit union in clinton ia homeowners dwelling fire dic renters equipment breakdown earthquake

become a producer today with aegis insurance use aegis easy to build your portfolio faster and more profitably

simple e sign online application aegis experts in security investigations training and consulting security investigations

training consulting request services 24 7 operations support shop msi aegis r gaming desktop intel core i7 13700f

16gb memory nvidia geforce rtx 4070 1tb ssd black at best buy find low everyday prices and buy online for delivery

or in store pick up
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the aegis ˈ iː dʒ ɪ s ee jis ancient greek αἰγίς aigís as stated in the iliad is a device carried by athena and

zeus variously interpreted as an animal skin or a shield and sometimes featuring the head of a gorgon

aegis definition meaning merriam webster Mar 01 2024

1 a shield or breastplate emblematic of majesty that was associated with zeus and athena 2 a protection under the

aegis of the constitution b controlling or conditioning see condition entry 2 sense 5a influence passed new laws

under the aegis of national security

aegis english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 31 2024

noun formal uk ˈiː dʒɪs us ˈiː dʒɪs under the aegis of someone something add to word list add to word list

with the protection or support of someone or something especially an organization the project was set up under the

aegis of the university smart vocabulary related words and phrases

aegis definition in the cambridge english dictionary Dec 30 2023

aegis noun formal us ˈiː dʒɪs uk ˈiː dʒɪs under the aegis of someone something add to word list add to word

list with the protection or support of someone or something especially an organization the project was set up under

the aegis of the university smart vocabulary related words and phrases

aegis shield protection defense britannica Nov 28 2023

aegis in ancient greece leather cloak or breastplate generally associated with zeus the king of the gods and thus

thought to possess supernatural power zeus s daughter athena adopted the aegis for ordinary dress athena placed

on her aegis a symbolic representation of the severed head of the gorgon medusa

aegis greek mythology Oct 28 2023

the aegis is a shield carried primarily by zeus in greek mythology which he sometimes lent to athena according to

other sources it was not a shield but rather an animal skin worn over the garments of the gods as extra protection



aegis definition meaning dictionary com Sep 26 2023

noun classical mythology the shield or breastplate of zeus or athena bearing at its center the head of the gorgon

protection support under the imperial aegis sponsorship auspices a debate under the aegis of the league of women

voters synonyms patronage aegis ˈiːdʒɪs noun

aegis definition meaning britannica dictionary Aug 26 2023

singular formal the power to protect control or support something or someone used in the phrase under the aegis of

their rights are protected under the aegis authority of the law the issue will be decided under the aegis of an

international organization

aegis new world encyclopedia Jul 25 2023

in greek mythology did you know the aegis is the shield of zeus often worn by athena and has an amulet of the

gorgon medusa s head

aegis element of godly protection greek gods goddesses Jun 23 2023

in greek mythology the aegis was an item of protection used mainly by zeus the god of gods it was either the hide or

skin of an animal or a shield made from the skin of a goat and it sometimes had the head of a gorgon a monster

along the lines of medusa

aegis baltimore sun May 23 2023

the aegis is the number one source for harford county maryland local news with coverage of local government high

school sports community news and events

aegis mythical object greek mythology Apr 21 2023

the aegis ancient greek αἰγίς aigís is one of the main elements of the prodigious armor of zeus and athena

although different traditions conceived it in different ways generally the aegis of zeus was a shield and that of athena

a goatskin breastplate by extension it also means shield protection defense



aegis combat system wikipedia Mar 21 2023

the aegis combat system is an american integrated naval weapons system which uses computers and radars to

track and guide weapons to destroy enemy targets it was developed by the missile and surface radar division of rca

and it is now produced by lockheed martin

aegis wiktionary the free dictionary Feb 17 2023

aegis plural aegises or aegides greek mythology roman mythology a mythological shield associated with the greek

deities zeus and athena and their roman counterparts jupiter and minerva shown as a short cloak made of goatskin

worn on the shoulders more as an emblem of power and protection than a military shield

the aegis Jan 19 2023

the aegis wed 05 01 24

login aegis general Dec 18 2022

by logging in i certify that 1 i am the individual authorized to use these log in credentials 2 the log in credentials are

not being shared and 3 i am properly licensed to engage in insurance transactions

internet banking aegis credit union Nov 16 2022

view e statements aegis virtual safe login visa credit card login mobile banking app available on google play and

itunes visit our website today to learn about our various internet banking solutions at aegis credit union in clinton ia

aegis insurance insurance made easy Oct 16 2022

homeowners dwelling fire dic renters equipment breakdown earthquake become a producer today with aegis

insurance use aegis easy to build your portfolio faster and more profitably simple e sign online application

aegis experts in security investigations training and Sep 14 2022

aegis experts in security investigations training and consulting security investigations training consulting request

services 24 7 operations support



aegis r gaming desktop intel core i7 13700f best buy Aug 14 2022

shop msi aegis r gaming desktop intel core i7 13700f 16gb memory nvidia geforce rtx 4070 1tb ssd black at best buy

find low everyday prices and buy online for delivery or in store pick up
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